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Abstract

The process of signal integration, which contributes to the regulation of multiple cellular activities, can be described in a digital language by a set of connected digital operations. In this article we delineate the basic concepts of cell signalling in the context of a logical description of information processing. Newly described instances of signal integration in plants are given as examples. The different advantages, limitations and predictive aspects of the digital modeling of signal transduction networks, as well as the minimal architecture of a computer database for plant signalling networks are discussed.
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1. Introduction

During the processing of signals in a cell, multiple intrinsic and extrinsic information sets are combined by cellular processors to elicit the most logical/adapted response for any given conjunction of stimuli. The characterization of signal integration processes emerges as an important issue in biology, since they control gene expression, the activity of proteins and motor functions, the course of development, as well as adjustments of primary and secondary metabolism following the fluctuations of environmental and internal parameters (see for instance Jordan et al., 2000; Gasch et al., 2000; Cases et al., 2003). Models
for the representation of the cellular control systems have been proposed since the early 1960s (Jacob and Monod, 1961a,b; Kaufman, 1974); they mostly have considered the regulation of genes as the output of “genetic networks”, i.e. as the result of the activation of a causal network of genes responsible for the induction/repression of other genes in a cascade of events. This connectionist view has been applied on processes such as the progression of cell differentiation in animals or the induction of a specific stage during the course of development (Yuh et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 2002). In this approach one starts from a mathematical standpoint and uses complex data from the high-throughput technologies such as microarrays and large-scale 2-hybrid systems in yeast to infer the minimal structure of a genetic network (Somogyi and Sniegoski, 1996; D’haeseleer et al., 1998, 2000; Thieffry, 1999; Guelzim et al., 2002; Shen-Orr et al., 2002; Alon, 2003; Bray, 2003; Wuchty et al., 2003). On the other hand, the creation of dynamic models allowing computer representation and analysis has been the object of multiple theoretical studies (reviewed in De Jong, 2002). Differential equations and models such as Petri networks and Bayesian networks have been applied to complex biological networks of interacting cell components, with some exciting achievements (e.g. the lambda-phage activation cycle, McAdams and Shapiro, 1995; the MAP kinase cascade, Bhalla et al., 2002). Globally, the modeling methods can be divided into two main groups; one providing a qualitative description, the other capitalizing on statistical variations and/or random factors embedded in cell signalling operators. These operators are described in the first case as simple processors adding or associating unitary signals to create a new signal (connected in logical/Boolean networks; Thomas, 1973); and in the second case, as processors enclosing continuous or probabilistic values, yet equally rooted on the same logical rules of association (connected in statistical Boolean networks, Bayesian networks, or sets of differential equations; reviewed in De Jong, 2002; Bolouri and Davidson, 2002; discussed in Shmulevich et al., 2002).

A graphic digital model has been proposed for the description of signal transduction networks in plants (Genoud and Métraux, 1999; Zhang and Shapiro, 2002; Heck et al., 2003; Thum et al., 2003). This model can be used to create a common formalism for a plant signalling database to be included in a database ontology, [such as the EcoCyc ontology (Karp et al., 2002), Rzhetsky’s ontology (Rzhetsky et al., 2000), the Biological Process Ontology (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2001), Bhalla’s ontology (Bhalla, 2002), the BioPax ontology (http://www.biopax.org)], and expressed in a format for data exchange (e.g. SBML, Systems Biology Markup Language). It is also very suitable for the qualitative simulation of plant responses using computers. In this article we describe some basic features of biological signal processing that may serve for the identification of signalling proteins based on their sequence, structure, and biochemical properties. We also discuss the limitations of a digital model versus more quantitative models to represent and simulate the basic properties of plant signal processing, and propose the creation of a signalling database for plant biologists using a digital paradigm. Such a tool will be very helpful in plant signalling research, where results obtained from studies in different plant species and under a wide range of developmental and experimental conditions often make data interpretation challenging. By using digital models and including all relevant information in a comprehensive database, the use of available information could be optimized, so that a clearer and more complete picture of cell signalling events may emerge.

2. Separating signalling events from metabolic events

The idea of a “signal” is central in the science of information, and therefore in any model of cell information processing. This notion contains a priori meanings that deserve to be shortly recapitulated here, since they bias the definition of signal transduction activity, and therefore the representation of such an activity in a specific database. First, the notion of a signal tacitly separates the activity of perception from the activity of cyclic and constant modifications of the basic metabolism (the metabolome). The notion of a signal also contains the idea of a unit of induction; e.g. a defined quantity of stimulus generating a detectable physiological and/or molecular response, the significance of which is statistically determined. In the frame of a digital model of signalling, one statistically significant signal leads to a response with an assigned value of one (1). For a complete description of cell signalling, this basic definition of signal could be inadequate in several cases. For instance, some metabolic events also
possess signalling properties (e.g. the function of hexokinase in sugar sensing, Jang et al., 1997; the role ofaconitase as an iron sensor, Navarre et al., 2000; the acetyl-c-glutamyl phosphate reductase Arg5,6, acting as a transcription factor; Hall et al., 2004); and in a systemic view any event connected to a regulatory loop might be regarded as a potential signal emitter. In addition, any change in the threshold of significance assigned to a biological response affects the level of the corresponding input signals. This may produce qualitative changes in the digital model and will require modifications in the details of such a representation. The construction of a large database of cellular signalling and responses must therefore include a precise description of the thresholds of significance (statistical values) and of all experimental conditions (see Fig. 1). Moreover, since the notion of signal implies observable biological changes, any exchange of information among processes controlling the cellular homeostasis and leading to no apparent changes in metabolite concentration or gene expression, would escape the definition of signalling and thus would be improperly neglected. Therefore, access to metabolic databases and to the related genetic data obtained from specific mutants in the metabolic pathways should be included in order to compensate for the missing information (Fig. 1).

3. Signal integration: basic concepts

Signal integration can be understood as a process by which two or more signals interact with a biochemical component and thereby create a new “output” signal (Monod and Jacob, 1961; Sugita, 1961, 1975; Walter et al., 1967; Kauffman, 1974; Prehoda and Lim, 2002). The operation of such a process requires a minimal set of stable and characteristic constraints. The concept of a molecular operator integrating several signals is not trivial, as it presupposes complex molecular structures capable of carrying out sophisticated biochemical functions (see for instance the regulation of genes during sea urchin development: Arnone and Davidson, 1997; Yuh et al., 1998, 2001; the N-WASP function: Prehoda and Lim, 2002; Dueber et al., 2003). It is useful to shortly re-examine the basic necessary properties for the integration of cellular signals by a biochemical component in the light of a graphic digital representation and of recent biochemical discoveries.

The biochemical machinery of signal integration is experimentally robust (i.e. statistically reproducible), and must include a minimal number of stable rules of signal association. The way in which such combination rules may be embodied in a molecular signalling element has been the object of recent experimental investigations (Russo et al., 1996; Prehoda et al., 2000; Tarricone et al., 2001; Dueber et al., 2003). From the point of view of a basic theoretical approach, rules of signal transduction and/or integration might be compared to the concept of a translation system. Such a molecular system contains two main features: a recognition and memory ability of the input signal(s) to be translated (located in the input domain), and a mechanism for generating a response, or output signal, (which is the result of translation), e.g. a connection toward secondary components, such as the next element in a signalling network. For instance, the key-lock recognition of a substrate by an enzyme corresponds to the input perception step that implies a stereochemical memory of the substrate. In contrast, the catalytic activity of the enzyme generates the output of translation. Both aspects constitute the operation of this molecular translator. In general, the different features of a translation rule can be described in a qualitative manner. For example, the biochemical phenomenon of molecular recognition, which implies a molecular memory, relates to the specific and distinctive qualitative characteristics of the interacting partners. Thus a molecular interaction can be represented within a qualitative model, and the quantitative features of the interaction may be described discontinuously by several qualitative steps. The mechanism, as well as the output of a molecular operation, can also be digitalized. In fact, similarly to the arithmetical rules of addition and multiplication, it is possible to represent in a qualitative manner any mechanism associating two or more qualities to produce one or more new qualities (as already shown by Boole, 1854; Von Neumann, 1951). In a dynamic simulation program, this implies however that the activation of an operator located in a cascade of integration occurs, for instance, through variation of the input frequency, a feature that can be easily implemented in current digital simulation programs (Genoud et al., 2001, 2003).

Biochemical functions can be qualitatively described by the statistically most relevant steps involved in biochemical reactions such as hydrolysis, addition of residues, reduction, oxidation, allosteric modification of structures and activity, etc. Indeed, such transformations
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the architecture of a cell signalling database that includes a digital simulation program. The information that would be accessible by clicking on the different objects, and the links to other databases are described in text boxes. Arrows represent transitions between windows and computer applications. Text in italics corresponds to the options included in a digital simulation program such as DigSim. A,B: input elements (e.g. receptors); K,L,M: signalling elements (e.g. kinases).

imply either alterations in spatial qualities (tri-dimen-sional structure) or qualitative changes (variation of chemical properties). Qualitative models are therefore amenable for the representation of large networks of biochemical information processing. Digital models have been shown to be suitable for the description of cell signalling processes (Genoud and Métraux, 1999; Genoud et al., 2001; Zhang and Shapiro, 2002; Thum et al., 2003). Such models use defined categories for the input and output signals and unitary association rules that cover any possible logical combination, and that can be directly applied in a logical simulation program (for instance inside the Matlab's Simulink application). However, the fine details of
enzyme kinetics and protein stability, or those of the relative affinity for specific interacting factors, would need to be simplified into their statistically most significant components. Hence, a qualitative digital model would be appropriately completed by quantitative parameters measured for the individual components of signal transduction networks, e.g. the in vitro measurements of enzyme kinetics. This additional information should be directly accessible from the digital model to give researchers the possibility of designing further experiments to target particular aspects of the cell signalling component (see Fig. 1).

For the digital representation, gene expression can be described as an all or none response and thus translated into an ON/OFF state. However, if needed, a description through categories of expression levels can also be used. This is a simple way to transcribe quantitative effects into a digital language. While the definition of distinct levels of expression as separate qualities in the output domain of a signalling network (i.e. categories such as “low”, “medium”, “high”, and “very high” levels of gene expression) will increase the accuracy of a qualitative model, it could still not provide the level of precision of a quantitative description that uses, for instance, a continuous model of differential equations (Lee et al., 2003).

An additional difficulty may arise with the interpretation of gene expression levels, since feedback of gene products on their own expression (or autocatalytic effects) might blur the interpretation of signalling circuits. This might be critical for the inference of genetic networks from microarray data, since different levels of a gene’s expression may correspond to the output of distinct circuits in a signalling network.

It is likely that quantitative data characterizing the behavior of each component controlling gene expression in a higher organism will not be available before several decades (Endy and Brent, 2001), and a fully quantitative model of signalling networks might not be realizable without a huge computer facility (Kitano, 2002). Until these data and technologies are available, a qualitative model seems appropriate.

4. Signal integration machinery: structure and sites

Theoretically, there is a stoichiometric proportion linking the input signals to the activity of a molecular operator. In fact, the first characterized signal integrators in biological systems associate two signals to a response event with a one-to-one stoichiometry (see for instance Prehoda and Lim, 2002; Mangan and Alon, 2003). Biochemical experiments have shown that the molecular machinery required to perform such a simple association is already highly complex. Hence, the simplest and perhaps energetically most economical way for a living organism to integrate biochemical information, may be through discrete biochemical associations. However, since most experimental results are derived from the observation of numerous signalling molecules, the data always appear as a statistical sum of unsynchronized signalling activity, and therefore as continuous quantitative data. The digital model is not able to represent such a statistical property and therefore does not reflect the nonsynchronization of, for instance, an equal response in different cells of a tissue, or the cellular noise that produces randomness in gene expression levels (Thattai and van Oudenaarden, 2001; Elowitz et al., 2002). However, transcriptional noise can be evaluated experimentally (Blake et al., 2003), and simulated using a generator of variable random values coupled to the data inputs (Fig. 2(a)).

What are the molecular characteristics of the cell information processors? It seems obvious that the simplest molecular machines are composed of one or several complex molecules such as proteins, nucleic acids, or a combination of both. Fundamentally there are two main alternatives to operate signal integration:

1) The integration is simple: one logical operator per molecule, or per complex of molecules. This is the case of proteins such as N-WASP and Cdk2 (Prehoda and Lim, 2002), the CDK inhibitor (Nash et al., 2001), and the neural coincidence detectors (Bourne and Nicoll, 1993).

2) The integration is multiple: several connected operators per molecule or complex of molecules. This situation is typically found in the case of promoters containing several cis-regulatory domains (Arnone and Davidson, 1997; Yuh et al., 2001).
The site of signal integration can be found at diverse locations throughout a signalling network. In fact two pathways may interact several times at different levels, such as at the level of hormone production, of histone modifications that mediate changes in chromatin configuration, of promoter activity, etc. To illustrate this fact it is useful to consider examples of signal integration recently described in plants.

For instance, evidence suggests that multiple connections exist between the phytohormone auxin and the phytochrome-mediated regulatory networks. O’Grady et al. (2001) identified in soybean plants a novel member of the GT-2 family of transcription factors, namely GmGT-2, which unlike other family members, was shown to be transcriptionally down-regulated by light in a phytochrome-dependent manner. As with GmGT2, RNA-level analysis indicated that transcription of Aux28, a member of the Aux/IAA family of auxin-responsive genes encoding short-lived transcription factors, is also negatively regulated by phytochrome. Using electrophoretic mobility shift assays, GmGT-2 was demonstrated to bind to well-mapped protein binding sites in the promoter region of Aux28, suggesting that the transcriptional control of this Aux/IAA gene by phytochrome may be mediated by transcription factors such as GmGT-2. On the other hand, the promoter region of Aux28 also contains elements similar to those responsible for the auxin-induced expression of the GH3 gene, mediated by another class of transcription factors involved in auxin responsiveness, known as ARFs. Both Aux/IAA proteins and ARFs contain conserved domains that enable their intra- and interfamily dimerization (Kim et al., 1997; Ulmasov et al., 1999). As indicated by O’Grady et al. (2001), it remains to be determined whether the observed phytochrome-mediated regulation of the Aux28 gene occurs through a reduction in auxin levels, through the down-regulation of positive activators such as GmGT-2 and ARFs, or both. At least for some Arabidopsis and pea Aux/IAA recombinant proteins (e.g. SHY2/IAA3 and Ps-IAA4), their interaction with and phosphorylation by recombinant phytochrome A (phyA) from oat has been shown in vitro (Colon-Carmona et al., 2000). This group of researchers also demonstrated increased in vivo steady-state levels of mutant IAA3 in shy2-2 gain-of-function mutant plants, and in vivo phosphorylation of the SHY2-2 protein, leading them to propose the phytochrome-dependent phosphorylation of Aux/IAA proteins as a molecular mechanism for integration of light and auxin signalling.

A different type of cross-talk juncture between these two signalling pathways has been described in Arabidopsis by Hsieh et al. (2000), involving FIN219, a novel phyA signalling component. fin219 was identified as a suppressor mutation of cop1-6 during a screen for genes involved in the light-induced inactivation of COP1.

COP1 is a key repressor of photomorphogenic development known to be primarily controlled by phyA,
phyB, and cryptochromes, and it is thought to negatively regulate transcription factors involved in light-regulated gene expression, presumably by targeting them for degradation by the 26S proteasome (Osterlund et al., 2000). FIN219 shows homology to the GH3 protein family, and as is the case for this protein family of yet unknown function, its expression is rapidly induced by auxin. Since the auxin-regulated processes in the fin219 mutant are not altered, it is unlikely for FIN219 to be an auxin-signalling component. Therefore, this may be an example of cross-talk in which auxin regulates the expression level of a light signalling component. Taken together, these and other lines of evidence suggest the existence of complex and plastic interactions between the light-and auxin-mediated regulatory networks.

Yet a different type of regulation exists where one operator modulates two distinct pathways. For example, a recent study in Arabidopsis reveals the regulation of ABA-and phyA-mediated germination responses to be affected by a common modulator (Duque and Chua, 2003). This seed imbibition-inducible modulator, IMB1, is a member of the BET subgroup of bromo-domain-containing proteins, a class of putative transcriptional regulators whose mode of action is thought to involve their association with acetylated histones (Florence and Faller, 2001). IMB1 appears to be specific to the promotion of seed germination, and it negatively and positively regulates the ABA and phyA transduction pathways, respectively. This is an interesting case from the emerging field of chromatin remodeling.

5. The time factor

The concentration of a protein/nucleic acid(s) processor can fluctuate in time and this in turn might alter the characteristics of the corresponding logical element in the model. Moreover, if such variation in concentration induces the emergence of new responses, an additional digital element must be defined and associated with that particular protein/nucleic acid(s) processor. These are inconveniences of a dynamic digital representation that need to be solved before the construction of a database.

In fact, continuous systems of oscillation are found at organismic and cellular levels (Goldbeter, 2002; Eriksson and Millar, 2003). They are composed of series of biochemical events subjected to transient negative feedback loops that may interrupt the expression of a particular gene responsible for cycling processes. A digital description of complex organized cellular events must consider the input of the cycling processes as a clock-like input. The cellular equivalent of a digital clock, which can define the tempo (or phase) of the diverse signal integration cascades, must be a chemical oscillation system consisting of rapid fluctuations in the level of a small diffusible cellular component. Calcium ions and protons are possibly involved in such pacemaker functions, as they are known to modulate countless biochemical processes, including the regulation of enzymatic activities. For example, the concentration of calcium ions could influence the activity of several signalling proteins, either directly by steric modification (of, for instance, calcium-dependent protein kinases) or indirectly through the mediation of calcium-binding proteins such as calmodulins, calcitonins, annexins, phosphatases, etc., which in turn modulate other proteins involved in signalling (Johnson et al., 1995; Trewavas and Malho, 1998). Rapid diffusion waves of a chemical species such as Ca\(^{2+}\) may accompany the transduction of signals, or may be constitutively pulsing in the cytoplasm to coordinate the phase aspect of signal transduction (Guo et al., 2002; Nishida et al., 2003). The formation of additional and/or new organizing waves at the time of signal perception may reinforce or reduce the basic pacemaker process in order to emphasize important incoming information. Therefore, very accurate modeling of cell signals would require the addition of one or several clock oscillators for the synchronization of the signalling events. This is easily implemented in digital simulators that contain clock-like input sources (see Fig. 2(b)). These elements can be connected to any signalling operations in order to generate an oscillating output upon activation by an input signal.

In fact, the digital network’s language allows dissection of cycling loops such as the circadian oscillation of gene expression. Dynamic representation and adaptation of input settings from a specific computer window will permit the construction of accurate models and a useful analysis of cycling cellular events (such as for example mitosis).
6. The predictive aspects in logical models

The representation of signalling networks using digital operators has the power of a precise language. However, digital networks will always contain some simplifications and assumptions, since this knowledge is rarely/never complete. In fact, such gaps provide the predictive quality of the qualitative model: any knowledge in the absence of the complete details represents a series of postulates or expectations. The apparent determinism of the sets of logical operations represented in digital models has in fact a probabilistic nature, and includes uncertainty at every level. Moreover, inherent variations in experimental measurements produce noise, which add uncertainty to the model. However, because the predictive power of a digital model can be a matter of controversy, and because prediction is central to science, this point deserves the following comment.

The simplest case of a postulate is the statement that a certain result, for instance an experimental observation, is reproducible in a given context, i.e. that it will occur in the same given way as long the prescribed conditions are met. This is the property of any model or knowledge database. Two different cases of postulate arise when: (1) two sets of data containing the same output response are superimposed and connected, and (2) when a single data set is obtained by the effect of 2 stimuli acting on a system simultaneously, but not when acting in an alternate manner. In these last two cases a prediction may result in fact from the insertion of putative logical operators into a synthetic model. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 with an example of the first case (superimposition of data), where two stimuli (a and b) have been applied independently to the same system, and both give the response X. Joining inputs a and b to output X in a model (for instance using an OR operator), even though the effects of a and b when applied in conjunction are not known, represents a prediction. This can subsequently be tested by an experiment, where stimuli a and b are applied together to possibly produce a second response different from the one postulated. In the case represented in Fig. 3, the OR operator linking a and b, must be changed into an XOR operator. Thus, an interesting feature of digital logic dwells in its flexibility and versatility: it provides the possibility of substituting basic operators such as NOT, AND, OR by a combination of NOR, and/or NAND gates, or of replacing any operator with the same given number of inputs by an operator of different logic without changing the complete network. Usually, the predictive/speculative aspects of a digital system correspond to specific confined structures in a network (the results of additional experiments will only modify part of the network), and providing the possibility of confirmation and improvement by further targeted experiments (Ideker et al., 2000; Bolouri and Davidson, 2002).
Fig. 3. The predictive aspect in a digital circuit is a function of the available data. In panel (a), the qualitative information (1 = ON, 0 = OFF) corresponding to the effect of two different input signals (a,b) is incomplete, the result of a simultaneous treatment with both a and b being unknown. (b) A combinatorial set of data provides the complete qualitative information to design digital circuits. The result of the effect of a + b is known, the postulated Boolean element can be replaced by a different operator (XOR). The circuit has now a higher predictive power for the effect of the two possible inputs: it can fully simulate the observed output in function of any combination of inputs a and b.

7. Conclusion

In this article we discuss some basic concepts of signal integration in the context of cell biology, showing that a very precise description of experimental results can be provided by a digital computing framework. This digital model appears presently as a conveniently accessible ontological formalism for the representation of signalling networks. It offers an easily readable overview, it can be readily improved through alterations made to fit new knowledge, and it can also take into account kinetic and quantitative aspects of signalling networks. This model could therefore be amenable for the general framing of a signalling database. Such a database should include easy access to all available quantitative information, such as genetic data (e.g. Mendelian characters of a mutation), experimental parameters, topological data (e.g. protein localization), biochemical characteristics (in vitro measurement of kinetics, and in vivo concentration of signalling components), etc., in order to provide plant biologists with the best tools for signal integration analyses.
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